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ROBERT CRAFT

Robert Craft is best known as a conductor and a musical scholar. But the wider range of his interests has been shown over the years through his critical writings and is revealed here in a new collection of review articles that reflect his inquiring and original mind.

Whether the subject is Schoenberg’s letters to Kandinsky, understanding Toscanini, memories of Glenn Gould, or Schumann and psychosis, Craft develops a full-blooded essay, written with wit and refinement, and based on both a careful analysis of the works in question and a personal background of assiduous reading and research.

The fifty essays in Small Craft Advisories will confirm Robert Craft as one of America’s most intelligent and fastidious critics, quick to skewer humbug and unstinting in his praise of excellence.
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“It was then I realised my playing days were over.”

After a life in which perfection was the aim, imagine the heart-stopping moment when a musician realises all is not well.

A note not quite reached, a passage they knew backwards but now can’t quite manage.

These are the signs that a musician has come to the end of a life giving pleasure to others. But you can help.

Just as musicians have bestowed their gifts on us we can give something back to them.

A donation to the Musicians Benevolent Fund could help them come to terms with their loss.

Even better, remember the Fund in your Will. In that way your love of music can live on for others to enjoy.

PLEASE SEND A DONATION, LARGE OR SMALL, TO:
MUSICIANS BENEVOLENT FUND
Sir Ian Hunter, Chairman,
16 Ogle Street, London W1P 7LG.
Peter Maxwell Davies

Recent Works

**Strathclyde Concerto No.1**
for oboe and orchestra (1987)

**Mishkenot**
for 9 players (1988)

**Trumpet Concerto**
in one movement (1988)

**Symphony No.4**
for chamber orchestra (1989)

**Strathclyde Concerto No.3**
for horn, trumpet and orchestra (1989)

---

**CONTEMPORARY HUNGARIAN MUSIC AT THE BARBICAN**

Britain Salutes Hungary 25 October - 21 November, 1989

**Sándor Balassa**: * Calls and Cries*, Op 33 - UK premiere
BBC Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Edward Downes
4 November

**András Szöllösy**: Concerto No 3
Frank Liszt Chamber Orchestra
5 November

**Kurtág Project** at the Almeida
Five concerts 30 October - 5 November

Programme includes
*Requiem for a Friend*, Op 26 - world premiere
31 October

*Three Old Inscriptions*, Op 25 - UK premiere
and
...
... quas una fantasia..., Op 27 - UK premiere
30 October
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Recent issues (1986 — 9) include:
159. ‘Authenticity’ in Contemporary Music (Hill); Cage - Eckhart - Zimmerman (Fox); Colin McPhee (II) - Tabu-Taban (Young). Warnaby on Jonathan Harvey and Birtwistle, Hayes on Young, Mival on Höller and Ferneyhough, Alexander on Peter Dickinson.

160. Maxwell Davies’s early works (McGregor); Reich and Debussy (Morris); Rebecca Clarke’s chamber music (MacDonald); Holst’s Rig Veda Hymns (Head); first publication of Holst’s Rani; Shaw on Boulez, Smith on Havergal Brian’s criticism, Power on Huddersfield ’86.

16112. Austrian double issue: Friedrich Cerha (Ligeti, Cerha, Knessl); Ernst Krenek (Dickinson); J.M. Hauer (Gustafson); Eisler (Drew); New Music in Austria since 1945 (Gertraud Cerha); Looking into the Mirror (Schwertsik); Spinner’s op.1 (MacDonald); also English Song and the German Lied (Stasiak).

163. Britten and the String Quartet (Payne); The Achievement of Andrzej Panufnik (Truscott); Maderna’s rediscovered ‘BACH’ Fantasia (Fearn); A London Symphony and ‘Tono-Bungay’ (Arblaster); Stevenson on Busoni Letters, Hayes on Maw’s Odyssey, MacDonald on Zemlinsky.

164. Jonathan Lloyd (Hugo Cole); John Lambert (Stephen Pettit); Richard Emsley (Richard Barrett); An Autobiographical Sketch by Lawrence Morton. Taylor on Ben Mason, Walsh on Keller, MacDonald on Maikovsky.

165. René Leibowitz contra Boulez (Reinhard Kapp); Willi Reich’s Webern (Kathryn Bailey); Leopold Spinner (Regina Busch); Ernst Roth (George Newman); Shaw on Goldschmidt’s Cenc, Warnaby on Birtwistle, LeFanu on Boulez and Stockhausen, MacDonald on Busoni.

166. Britten’s and Tippett’s Word-Setting (Docherty); Barry Anderson 1935-1987 (Montague); Britten’s The Rescue (Foreman); Imogen Holst (Tinker); Holst and India (III) (Head). Barrett on Stockhausen’s Mann, MacDonald on Ronald Stevenson, Smith on British Composers’ Letters.

167. Elliott Carter at 80 (Schiff); Carter in Conversation with Raffaele Pozzi; Sir William Glock at 80 (Heyworth, Drew); ‘Nixon in China’ (Adams, Porter); Connolly on Havergal Brian, Foreman on British piano music, Long on Nordic Music Days.

168. A Short History of Tempo (I); The Music of Alfred Schnittke (Moody, Rice). Conversations in Leningrad 1988 (Polin). Górecki’s Third Symphony (Mellers); Górecki in Interview; Ligeti’s Chamber Concerto (Searby); Final Update to Dorati worklist; Mann on Weill; Walsh on Kurtág; Hayes on Bernstein; Bradow on Pärt.

169. A Short History of Tempo (II); Unpublished Bouleziana in Basle (Edwards); Performer Indeterminacy in Boulez’s Sonata No.1 (Harbinson); Britten’s New Sleeps the Crimson Petal (Mitchell); Malcolm Lipkin’s Recent Music (Headington); Bachianas Brasileiras (Round); Villa-Lobos in Israel (Peppercorn); Durkó’s Piano Concerto (Hill).
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